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This section features gifts that are perfect for the people on your list who are hard to shop for. Whether they already have everything or likely have all the obvious choices, these gifts will be fondly received.
FEATURED GIFTS
For People Who Have Everything

**TABLIFT**
This hands-free tablet holder works with any tablet and can be used almost anywhere, even on unstable surfaces.

![Tablift Image](image)

**HANGING HERB GARDEN**
A versatile hanging planter that brings a fresh addition to any room. Ceramic pots hang by twine with adjustable lengths. Use code **MISTLETOE** at checkout to **save 10%**.

![Hanging Herb Garden Image](image)

**ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME EXPERIENCES**
From brewing your own beer to hot air balloons over Mt. Everest, find dozens of unique, memorable experience gifts at If Only.

![Once-in-a-lifetime Image](image)

**CITYPASS**
Give the gift of adventure and fun with a CityPASS to one of 14 amazing cities in the U.S.

![Citypass Image](image)
FEATURED GIFTS
Standout gifts for special people on your list

VIVA LA JUICY EAU DE PARFUM GIFT SET
$100
The perfect gift for glamorous girls who are always the life of the party.

VAVA VIDEO BABY MONITOR
A new HD video baby monitor that combines superior sound, vision and peace of mind features with the longest battery life of any available monitor.

BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB
$49.99
The perfect gift for your favorite book lover since they get to choose the books!

IROBOT ROOMBA VACUUM & MOP BUNDLE
Give the gift of time and effort with this dynamic duo that will keep floors clean with the push of a button!

$431.98
CUSTOM GIFTS
At affordable prices

MOSAIC PHOTO COLLAGE
Have 40-50 photos transformed into an amazing mosaic image!

CRAYON LETTER NAME
A fun and colorful gift for kids (or the young at heart).

2D ANIMATION
A custom cartoon made for your child for a price you'll love!

FAMILY MEMORY BOX
A fun "exploding" box filled with family memories.
Gifts for Boys

Curated by Donella from Gluesticks and Gumdrops

This section features gifts that encourage movement, curiosity, learning, and style to help your little guy live his best life.
Gifts for adventurous and fun-loving little guys

**AUSTIN BAT BACKPACK**
This cute machine washable from Animal Packers backpack comes with checklists, journals, & more! Use code **spreadjoy** for $5 off!

**$119**

**STRIDER BALANCE BIKE**
The perfect gift for teaching your young child balance, coordination, & steering.

**$89.99**

**VROOM RIDER RACING PEDAL GO-KART**
These pedal cars are great for physical activity, building strength, and coordination.

**$49.99**

**DOCTOR SET**
This sturdy wooden doctor play set will be a treasured toy for years to come.
FOR BOYS
Educational and fun gifts for imaginative boys

EXCLUSIVE PERSONALIZED CHRISTMAS BUNDLE

REAL 10-PIECE TOOL SET FOR BOYS
REAL tool set with screwdrivers, a tape measure, hammer, & more for kids.

MELISSA & DOUG PERSONALIZED MAGNETIC RESPONSIBILITY CHART
Helpful tool for teaching kids household responsibilities. 90 magnets included.

DINOSAUR ESCAPE GAME
Get all 3 dinosaurs safely to Dinosaur Island before the volcano erupts! Award-winning game.
GIFTS FOR BOYS
Stylish gift ideas for your handsome little man

AMERICAN CREW POMADE
Use it to create classic, slicked back looks or for control in any hair type. For medium hold with high shine. $17.95

HANDSOME HANDFUL ORGANIC COTTON TEE
A modern organic cotton tee for the little guys who are as adorable as they are wild! $26

BILLY THE GOAT 3D HOODIE
Adorable, whimsical design that's sure to make your little guy happy. $39.99

DINO GREEN HOODIE
Your little one will turn heads in this cute dino hoodie! 18M-6T sizes $39.99
Gifts for Campers & Hikers

Curated by Thena from Hodgepodge Hippie

This section features a wide range of fun gifts to choose from that encourage others to get outside more, together.
GIFTS FOR CAMPERS
These unique gifts are perfect for anyone

SPORT KAYAK
This is handmade and would be a great addition to a desk or kayak enthusiasts collection.

BABES IN THE FOREST - YOUTH TEE
A Smokey Bear tee for the babe in your life. Get them practicing fire safety early while reminding everyone that the forest belongs to every living thing.

INVISASOX
Invisasox is a redesigned no show sock that’s as comfortable to wear as it is well made and functional. Made with breathable cotton & spandex material blend that comfortably hugs the foot and a fail proof no-slip design via the unique mesh heel grip and 35% spandex fabric.
**& HIKERS**
who loves to camp, hike, or just be outdoors!

---

**STATE HIKER ORNAMENT**
Perfect gift for any level of hiker! Showcase their state and love of hiking.

---

**CAMPING PILLOW COVER**
Truer words have never been spoken!

---

**PERSONALIZED CAMPING MUGS**
These tin mugs make great gifts and can be customized easily!

---

**COMPASS BRACELET**
Delicate and beautiful, this will ensure no one ever loses their way.
GIFTS FOR CAMPERS & HIKERS
These unique gifts that are perfect for camping, hiking and just exploring the great outdoors!

**MOUNTAIN RING**
Make every day an inspirational day with this mountain ring.

**ADVENTURE BOOK**
Remember every adventure with this book.

**MAMA BEAR CAMPING MUG**
Let that inner mama bear shine!

**FOREST BRACELET**
Beautiful and strong, this bracelet is an amazing gift idea.
Gifts for Crafters & DIYers

Curated by Jamie from Life is Sweeter by Design

This section features gifts that will work for any kind of crafting and DIY! These gift ideas are versatile and will be used for years to come.
GIFTS FOR
Crafting and DIY will be a breeze

**CRICUT MAKER BUNDLE**

This machine is the ultimate in professional level cutting and versatility! The bundle includes everything you need to get started.

**WE R MEMORY KEEPERS MAGNETIC MAT**

This cutting mat is double sided, self-heating and magnetic.

**PROJECT BOX**

These boxes keep our crafting supplies organized and secure!

**PICTURE KEEPER**

Peace of mind knowing your photos are safe and backed up all the time.
CRAFTERS & DIYERS
with these crafty gift ideas!

$170

EASY PRESS BUNDLE
Using vinyl has never been easier!

$100

BLUPRINT
Learn as many new crafts as you can with a year subscription!

$30

XYRON CREATIVE STATION
A portable sticker maker, laminator, label and magnet maker all in one!

$102

CRAFT CART
This cart allows for easy access to all your crafting supplies.
Gifts for Foodies & Home Chefs

Curated by Ashley from I Don't Have Time for That

This section features gifts that will not only impress the foodies in your life, but will be appreciated for their usefulness and practicality.
FUN GIFTS FOR FOODIES
Gadgets and gifts a true foodie will appreciate

INSTANT POT 8QT DUO CRISP COMBO PRESSURE COOKER AIR FRYER

Swap out the pressure cooker lid for the air fryer lid, and you've got a whole new set of cooking techniques available.

PRECISION CHEESE BOARD
Serve your cheese in precise portions. CHEESE DEGREES has all the measurements you need for utterly accurate cuts.

6 PIECE NON STICK COPPER BAKEWARE SET
Completely non-stick and dishwasher safe!

WINE DOWN BOX
Expertly curated pairings draw from the best small-batch California wines and deliver them with fresh, artisanal cheese, handcrafted charcuterie, and scratch-made crackers.
6 MONTH SPICE SUBSCRIPTION

They'll get 12 hand blended, salt-free, freshly ground global spices & blends, with plenty of recipe for all diets.

FUNNY KITCHEN TOWELS

Who doesn't love a good pun?! And, these towels are made to be useful as well as funny!

NINJABREAD MEN COOKIE CUTTERS

The perfect gift to help liven up cookies this year!

UNIVERSAL YUMS SUBSCRIPTION BOX

This unique subscription box sends a box of snacks and candies from a different country every month!
& HOME CHEFS
connoisseur with these thoughtful gifts

PERSONALIZED CUTTING BOARD
A personalized cutting board makes the perfect gift hostest gift!

HOT COCOA KIT
Add an extra dash of fun to the holiday with the Holiday Hot Cocoa Bar Set!

3D ROLLING PINS
Diamond Wood Rolling Pins transform cookies, pies, and candy in such an amazing and unique way.

MOZZARELLA & RICOTTA CHEESE MAKING KIT
Just imagine your own fresh Mozzarella in Caprese salad or homemade Ricotta in lasagna. Your foodie is going to love it!
Gifts for Gardeners

Curated by Joyce from My Stay at Home Adventures

This section features gifts that will be cherished by any gardener. Thoughtful, clever gifts that will help green thumbs get more joy from their favorite hobby.
GARDEN BOX FOR COLLECTING SEEDS
Box with lid + 30 seed bags + 6 tabs. The cards and bags can be labeled individually.

HEIRLOOM SEEDS & GARDEN SUPPLIES IN HOLIDAY GIFT BOX
Starting your own garden? The Deluxe Garden Gift Set contains all the necessities to get started.

COTTAGE GARDEN SEED KIT
A Cottage garden seed kit, with everything you need to start your own cottage-inspired flower garden.

MY GARDEN PERSONALIZED GARDEN TOTE AND TOOLS
Personalized Garden Tote and Tool Set is perfect for the woman with the green thumb in your life.
EASTERN BREEZE BUTTERFLY COLLECTION
Includes two native milkweed varieties (Asclepias tuberosa & Asclepias incarnata) and Butterflies Flower Mix and Cut & Come Again Zinnia.

CHILDREN'S GARDEN COLLECTION
Collection brings 7 different seeds such as Sunflower Dwarf Elves blend, Tomato Grape Jelly Bean Red & Yellow and more.

CHILE PEPPER COLLECTION
Create salsas, hot pepper jelly, and hot sauce that will smoke the competition.

HERBAL TEA COLLECTION
Sit back and relax with a cup of homegrown tea with this assortment of herbs.
GARDENERS
for Gardening Lovers

GARDEN TOWER® 2

The composting 50 plant accessible vertical Garden Tower® 2 for organic patio vegetable gardening by Garden Tower Project.

GIFT FOR MOM GARDEN GIFT SET

Gardener's and hard workers with dry hands, and in need of cuticle repair, this gift set is for you!

AEROGARDEN - SPROUT

Grow up to 3 plants 5X faster than soil. Up to 10" of grow height for herbs, lettuces, tomatoes & more.

GARDENER’S SOAP WITH GARDENING GLOVES

One generous bar of Gardener's Soap creatively packaged with a colorful pair of gardening gloves.
GIFTS FOR GARDENERS
Fun Shirts For The Gardener In Your Life

SOMETIMES I WET MY PLANTS SHIRT
Crew neck, short sleeve tees that is comfortable to wear and soft to the touch.

$16.00+

CACTUS SHIRT
Soft and lightweight shirts, with the right amount of stretch.

$24.96+

GARDENFATHER SHIRT
Funny Garden Father Shirt for your husband, father, dad, godfather, grandpa.

$19.46

GARDEN GANSTER SHIRT
This tee feels soft and light, with just the right amount of stretch.

$19.99+
Gifts for Girls

Curated by Corinne from Wondermom Wannabe

This section features gifts that encourage confidence, kindness and creativity to nurture the best traits in young girls and inspire them to grow into amazing women.
GIFTS
Gifts that will not only delight, but also

BUILD A DRAGONFLY KIT
This fun kit combines a little bit of building with colorful Crayola model magic to create a beautiful dragonfly.

ROCKETS OF AWESOME OUTFITS
Really cool outfits that are unique, super soft, and built to last so that girls can express their personality, be confident, and play hard!

FEARLESS FEMALES BOOKS
Epic! books include an entire collection of Fearless Females books based on hisotrical female figures, not to mention 100's of other books. Just $22 for a 3-month membership!

BOOK BY YOU
Personalized novels featuring your child by name, hair color and eye color throughout the book!
FOR GIRLS
inspire girls of all ages.

**RIBBON NINJA**
Easy to learn, challenging to master. This is a fun fast-paced game where you try to snatch your opponent's ribbon before they get yours.

**DOOR PONG**
Ping pong without the table! Improve handy-eye coordination, concentration and reflexes. All you need is a doorway!

**BOX & BALLS**
What do you get when you combine 8 nesting boxes with 8 bouncy balls? Hours of fun and dozens of different games!
This section features natural beauty products for anyone on your holiday list that you want to feel cared for and pampered, in the most natural way.

Curated by Andrea from Homemade for Elle
GIFTS FOR
For women who like to look their best

VEGAN MASCARA
Vegan, green, & cruelty-free mascara that gives you bold volume and beautiful lashes. $27

RETINOL CERAMIDE CAPSULES
LINE ERASING NIGHT SERUM
Wrinkle-smoothing, moisture-boosting, dryness protection for more youthful skin. $84

SUNBASKET FOOD BOX
Looking your best starts with putting good food in your body! Gift a Clean Eating food box with organic ingredients. $100

NATURAL MATTE LIP STAIN
Ethically sourced and immaculately curated to nourish lips. $25
NATURAL BEAUTY
and prefer natural ingredients to do it

AUSTRALIAN PLUM NIGHT CRÈME
All natural, intensive, overnight renewal treatment for fuller, firmer, better looking skin.

SIMPLY EARTH ESSENTIAL OIL RECIPE BOX
Discover new ways to use essential oils in your beauty routine with this essential oil recipe box!

SPA DAY BOX
Gift an all natural spa day to the woman in your life who needs pampering!

ZERO GRAVITY C2P FOUNDATION
Naturally nourishing to the skin, but as weightless as powder.
Gifts for Natural Moms

Curated by Carolina from Mama Instincts

This section features gifts for the natural mom in your life, whether it’s a friend, for you or even your own mom. These are gifts moms are bound to love and appreciate that are safe and non-toxic.
COCONU OIL
Natural and organic coconut oil based personal lubricant made with clean ingredients. Use code NATURAL for 15% off.

CLEARLY FILTERED
A powerful, 3-stage, under the sink water filter that filters harmful chemicals, contaminants and toxic heavy metals. And it doesn't require a plumber for installation!

XTREMA CERAMIC COOKWARE
Non-toxic cookware made from 100% ceramic, that is all-natural, non-toxic, inorganic and nonreactive. It's free of PFOA, PTFE, glues, polymers, coatings and dyes.

DRY FARM WINES
The highest quality and cleanest natural wines from small, organic family farms with nothing added, nothing removed. Get a $0.01 bottle when you buy 6 bottles for $159.
FORCE OF NATURE

A non-toxic cleaner to replace all your cleaning supplies, and that is even safe for kids to use. Use code "LOVEIT" to get 50% off the starter kit.

"FOLLOW YOUR MAMA INSTINCTS" POPSOCKET

This popsocket is a daily reminder that no one knows how to parent your child better than you do.

BUTCHER BOX

High quality, grass-fed meats delivered straight to your home. Curated and custom boxes available. Click on our link to get free ground beef and bacon with your first order.

NON-TOXIC COFFEE SUPPLIES

Get your coffee fix without any toxic chemicals and free of plastic. Our top picks in safe coffee supplies.
Gifts for an Organized Life

Curated by Susan from Organized 31

This section features versatile gifts that will help you organize and simplify your life so that you can make more space and time for what is truly important to you.
GIFTS FOR AN ORGANIZED LIFE
Gifts to simply organize your life and make more time.

PLUM PAPER CUSTOMIZABLE PLANNERS

Finally, a planner made for you because it's designed by you. There's space for everything in your busy life - family, work, meal planning and SO much more. Personalize your cover, choose the starting month, pick and customize your layout, and add extra planning pages for your unique needs. Think of how organized your schedule and life will be!

$29+
GIFTS FOR AN
Gifts to organize your life so that you have

COOPER AND BELLE
DELUXE DIAPER CADDY

You will love this versatile storage basket for children of all ages – perfect as a diaper caddy, as toy or arts and crafts storage, as storage in the car and so much more!
Use code CBINSTAG for a special 10% discount.

PUSH CASE

Sliding Pencil Case keeps writing tools easily accessible. 10% of net profits are donated to animal shelters. Use coupon code ORGANIZED3120.

2 HOURS PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZING

Work one-on-one virtually with a professional organizer to declutter and organize your space to meet your unique needs. Communication via email and video chat provides personalized service.
ORGANIZED LIFE
more time for what's really important to you

$119

10-PIECE OXO STORAGE SET
The beautiful kitchen storage containers favored by professional organizers for magazine-worthy kitchen organizing.

$99.99

EZ PACKING CUBES
Organize a standard suitcase for 2+ weeks with 8 high-quality clear packing cubes and 4 accessories. Use code SUSAN10 for 10% off.

$16

THE SOCKDOCK
Save time and laundry frustration with an easy-to-use laundry helper that keeps socks in pairs while washing, drying and storing. Free shipping with code - organized31 .

$varies

ALAMO DRAFTHOUSE MOVIES
Give a clutter-free gift of a movie, food and drinks at a theater designed for movie afficionados.
Gifts for STEM Learners

Curated by Erin from Sixth Bloom

This section features gifts that will encourage hands on learning that is fun, sparks creativity, and gives kids the freedom to use their imagination to its fullest.
GIFTS FOR
Give a gift that oozes creativity,

GLOW IN THE DARK
Glow in the Dark Atomic String Slime

PIX PERFECT
The STEM-Authenticated Pixel Art Kits encourage open-ended creativity, problem solving and strengthening of artistic skills for ages 6 to adult.

HARRY POTTER FANS
LED Lighting Kit for LEGO Harry Potter the Knight Bus

SCIENCE CLUB
Make science fun one time a month with real hands on learning for all ages.
STEM LEARNERS
fun, and real hands-on learning

BIG BUCKET OF SCIENCE
A one gallon bucket containing test tubes of over 10 Spangler Labs originals. Hours of scientific exploration and fun!

BUILD YOUR OWN SOLAR KIT
This do-it-yourself kit will have scientists, young and old, entertained for hours.

MAGIC SAND
It’s a hydrophobic polymer! Yes, sand that never gets wet! Build underwater sand castles.

INSTA SNOW POWDER
Just add water to make gallons of white fluffy snow in seconds! Leave the snow out to dry and reuse it again... and again.
Gifts for Teachers

Curated by Heather from Books and Giggles

This section features a variety of both practical and sentimental gifts that teachers will love and cherish.
GIFTS FOR TEACHERS
Ideas to show you care...

MORSE CODE BRACELET
Send her a secret message with this fun, hand-stamped bracelet.

CHUNKY KNIT BLANKET
Who wouldn't want to snuggle up under one of these after wrangling kids all day?

CUSTOMIZED STAMP
Just right for stamping books in the classroom library.

PERSONALIZED PENCILS
Make sure she always gets her pencils back with one of these fun hand stamped sets.
December is a stressful month for teachers. Show them your love with these thoughtful gifts:

**CLASS PHOTO LOCKET**
Have "2019" engraved on the front and a class photo inserted inside this sweet silver-plated locket.

**COLORING TOTES & PILLOWS**
Have your child (or even a whole class) use fabric markers to color one of these lovely accessories to create a unique, sentimental teacher gift. Order by Dec. 10.

**TEACHER T-SHIRT**
Let everyone know that your teacher is *Santa's favorite* with this fun t-shirt.

**STEEPED COFFEE**
Busy teachers will love this specialty Steeped Coffee, the easiest way to make a great cup of coffee anytime, anywhere, in minutes.
TEACHERS appreciation with a thoughtful gift that will make them smile.

**ELECTRIC PENCIL SHARPENER**
The ultimate practical gift for every teacher! Kids are rough on these, and the cheap ones don't last.

**STITCH FIX**
Looking for a gift to give as a class? Put a huge smile on her face with a Stitch Fix gift card.

**THE CALIFORNIA WINE CLUB**
Does your child's teacher deserve great wine? Here's the perfect way to gift it!

**MINDFUL MANTRAS COLLECTION**
Primary teachers will love having this 8-book social-emotional learning collection on their shelves. These relatable little volumes can help turn challenging situations into teachable moments.